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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Necessity for Rescue Research 
Interest in the development of methods for the investi­
gation of abort capabilities from a manned spacecraft is 
relatively new. This interest has been generated by the 
rapidly expanding manned space flight program in which the 
recent flight difficulties and the deaths of astronauts and 
cosmonauts has emphasized the need for more detailed rescue 
studies. 
Initially, orbital abort studies were concentrated on 
' manned Earth orbital space flight. A high percentage of such 
efforts still remains in this area due to the Manned Orbiting 
Laboratory (MOL) program. As the Apollo program was planned 
and activated, new attention was placed on rescues from 
manned lunar missions. Both of the above areas received 
abort capability studies only after detailed nominal mission 
planning had been completed. 
The need for the determination of abort possibilities is 
even greater in the case of interplanetary flights where 
either the spacecraft or its crew may be unable, for one 
reason or another, to complete the- nominal mission. In 
this regard. Carpenter (6) has attempted to dotermino the 
feasibility of a manned planetary mission in the next 
decade using Apollo reliability assessments and predicted 
state-of-the-art technology advances. His study predicts. 
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at a 99/^ confidence level, that 6 to 85 failures will occur* 
during a manned interplanetary flyby mission and that these 
failures probably will be due to the malfunction of any one 
of or combination of 185 specific elements. Fortunately, 
for those elements, spares can be made available. As the 
interplanetary missions get longer and more complex because 
of stop-over and landing requirements, the number of systems 
and, therefore, the probable number of systems failures 
will increase. Carpenter did not attempt to evaluate the 
human difficulties which might arise on a long flight. 
The final planning for actual interplanetary missions, 
such as a Mars mission, is still at least several years away. 
Only general mission analysis has been completed at this 
time. Thus, there is time and opportunity to study abort 
possibilities before final plans are made. The results of 
such investigations should make it possible to select, in 
advance; nominal missions that have good abort capabilities. 
In the final planning for a manned interplanetary space 
flight, a complete knowledge of all possible rescue modes will 
be essential in order to assure the safety of the astronauts. 
This study was undertaken in order to provide, in part, the 
required knowledge. 
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B. Previous Work 
In the past much work has been done in the general area 
of orbital flight mechanics. The material in many of the 
works that will be mentioned in this section provides the 
necessary background for the theory used in this study, 
although it may not appear to be used directly for either 
abort missions or interplanetary applications. 
Miele's book (22) introduces the basic concepts of 
orbital flight mechanics. In the book Miele includes a 
development of the matrices required to transform the 
components of a vector from one coordinate system to another 
coordinate system. Thomson (25) presents the theory and 
equations necessary for determining orbital transfers when 
considering a two-body problem involving only one central 
force field; e.g., motion of one body about another. 
Goldstein's work (12) contains an amplification of the 
above information on rigid body motion in a two-body central 
force field. In addition Goldstein makes a major contribu­
tion to the generalization of the theory by deriving the 
equations of motion from both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
point of view. Brouwer and Clemence (5) provide many of 
the concepts necessary for the practical application of the 
theory presented in the previously mentioned references. 
Much of their book is devoted to numerical methods and the 
calculations that are required for detailed work in celestial 
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mechanics. 
Most of the central force field equations required in 
this study are available in Ehricke's book (8). Here the 
development of a very complete set of orbital equations is 
presented in an orderly manner. Because of errors in the 
text, many of these equations could be used only after 
carefully rederiving each one and making the proper 
corrections. A sizeable percentage of the equations in the 
book contain errors, but the development itself is logical 
and, hence, very useful. 
In Ehricke (9) the dynamics of space vehicles under the 
influence of a thrusting force is presented. The maneuvers 
required for orbital transfers are outlined and classified 
according to the types of original and transfer orbits. The 
transfer maneuvers are then described in terms of inter­
planetary flight. Again, it was necessary to correct many 
equations before they could be used. 
The texts mentioned up to this point may be used to 
provide a general background for the space flight mechanics 
needed for research of the type pursued in this study. The 
actual applications of the theory to abort and rescue are 
few in number and are mostly contained in journals and 
N.A.S.A, subcontractor reports. These were the only sources 
of information on space rescue which were available to the 
author. 
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Lee and Wilson (19) have made a survey of possible high-
thrust Mars missions. In their terms high-thrust refers to 
the use of chemical rockets with relatively short thrusting 
times. They have observed that, because of the relationship 
of the orbits of Earth and Mars, Mars mission requirements 
repeat in cycles of approximately 15 years. In their report, 
1984 and 1986 have been judged favorable for a preliminary 
manned landing on Mars. These two years were selected 
because of the predicted low solar activity and the shorter 
trip times associated with minimum a"V missions in these 
years. 
In a general discussion of the different types of 
space rescues, Konecci (16) has examined the different 
methods that might be used to rescue men from a disabled 
spacecraft. He suggests that the mean time between failures 
(MTBP) for systems will need to be improved and that spares 
will be required for systems in which the mission's duration 
time is near or above the MTBP. Also discussed are the 
type of self-help techniques to correct malfunctions that 
have been successfully used on the Mercury and Gemini 
flights. Konecci points out that the type of rescues 
involved in interplanetary flights will require much higher 
reliabilities and even more redundancy than do Earth orbital 
or lunar flights. Unmanned package delivery is described as 
being dependent on higher energy upper stage rocket boosters 
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for achieving fast rendezvous with an interplanetary space­
craft . Konecci urges placing higher priorities on space 
rescue studies for all manned missions. 
Gordon and Siegfried (13) compare ground initiated 
space rescues with other modes of rescue for Earth orbital 
space flight. They conclude that for this case a combination 
of ground initiated capabilities and orbital ambulances 
(spacecraft in orbit and capable of rescues) must be 
developed. Also mentioned is one of the many personnel 
emergency rescue systems that has been proposed in recent 
industry studies. This particular system, dependent on 
the use of an inflatable drag cone, shows merit. 
Most of the work that has been completed on Earth 
orbital'rescue missions is still unpublished or under 
security classification. Lunar abort capability studies for 
the Apollo program seem to have been limited to N.A.S.A. 
and a few of its major subcontractors. Published material 
is not generally available at the present time. 
One report by Henry (l4), which is available, concerns 
abort techniques from a 1975 Mars flyby mission. In his 
work Henry investigates both single-impulse and two-impulse 
AV applications for the abort maneuvers. He limits the 
study to aborts during the five minute period after the 
achievement of an interplanetary injection velocity. He 
investigates the s required to abort from both 100 
nautical mile and 262 nautical mile perigee hyperbolic 
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trajectories. He shows that the two-impulse solution 
requires a smaller over-all useage. The type of aborts 
he studies are similar to those required for a lunar mission, 
but have higher injection velocities. He has shown that the 
requirement increases continuously with the time since 
injection. For this reason, it would always be best to 
abort as soon as possible after injection into the inter­
planetary trajectory. This conclusion is only valid when 
restricted to the short time period he investigates and does 
not apply to the heliocentric portion of interplanetary 
missions under investigation in this study. 
Studies of other abort modes and especially inter­
planetary aborts are still very limited in number. The 
heliocentric portion of interplanetary missions has not 
been studied in detail because of a lack of funding and the 
feeling on the part of some people that such studies might 
not provide much useful information. The results of the 
study undertaken here give evidence of the value and need 
for more work in this area. 
C. Problem Definition 
The purpose of this investigation is to study abort 
capabilities from manned interplanetary space flights and 
develop a computer program that will allow a wide range of 
self-rescues to be rapidly calculated. The computer program 
development was undertaken with the thought of keeping it 
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general enough to allow Its application to many related 
problems by making only minor alterations. 
This study is limited to aborts from the heliocentric 
portion of an interplanetary trajectory. The planetocentric 
portion of these trajectories will be considered only to 
the extent that it determines the time dependent heliocentric 
trajectory end points which are necessary in predicting 
velocity requirements. 
After a planetary mission has been selected, the major 
problem as far as aborts are concerned is to determine the 
velocity requirements for returning to Earth from any given 
point in the space flight. Each individual abort will be 
defined by specifying a date at which the spacecraft is to 
perform the abort maneuver and a date at which it must reach 
Earth. These two dates determine the abort trajectory's 
flight time. 
The upper limit of the fuel, therefore AV, available 
for an abort maneuver is considered to be equivalent to the 
fuel available for completing of the mission at the time 
the abort procedure is initiated. Only a small amount of 
fuel is available on the inbound leg of most planetary 
missions. Thus, significant trajectory changes may only 
be made from the outbound leg of a planetary mission where 
the available AV is relatively large. 
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D. Selection of 1986 Mars Mission 
When the author visited N.A.S.A.'s George C. Marshall 
Space Plight Center in 1966, Mars and the date 1986 were 
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suggested as the goals of the first major manned inter­
planetary mission. Hence, this planet and date were selected 
for testing the feasibility of the abort program developed in 
this study. 
This selection does not restrict the application of the 
theory or the related computer program. It is merely a 
means of providing useful information that may be applied 
to a mission that may actually be flown in the future. 
In an interesting and suggestive article by Bell (2), 
he develops an evolutionary program which proposes starting 
with manned Venus and Mars flybys in the late 1970's and 
then progressing through a Mars orbital capture and on to a 
manned Mars landing in I985. Bell's recent work, published 
since the authors visit to the N.A.S.A. facility, again 
points toward the goal of a manned Mars landing in the 
late 1980's. 
E. Manner of Approach 
Since this is a preliminary feasibility and analytical 
study, the degree of accuracy required can be readily 
obtained using two-body matched conic trajectories and only 
impulsive velocity increments (AV'S). The value of relaxing 
these restrictions will be discussed in some detail in 
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Section II-E and Chapter VIII. 
As background for the abort study and after the selec­
tion of a specific year and planet has been made, it is 
necessary to determine the best trajectory for performing a 
manned exploration to the surface of the planet. It seems 
likely,, from N.A.S.A. studies, that the length of time 
required in orbit about Mars and on the surface of Mars will 
be approximately 40 days, so that value is accepted for this 
investigation. The method for selecting a trajectory for 
the mission to Mars is described in Section II-A. 
The determination of the trajectory will define all 
orbit parameters including departure and arrival dates at 
Earth and Mars. Since the position of the spacecraft and 
Earth must coincide at Earth departure and arrival dates, 
these positions are used for reference points for calculating 
relative positions and velocities. When either a date at 
Earth or at some point on the spacecraft's trajectory is 
given, the position and velocity in the orbit may be deter­
mined as a function of the number of days away from the nodal 
point, just mentioned, and the parameters of the orbit. 
These, then, describe a problem that is in a form that lends 
itself to the direct use of Lambert's theorem, see Section 
II-D and Chapter VI. Use of the latter yields the orbit 
parameters of the abort trajectories. Knowing the orbit 
parameters of the spacecraft's trajectory, the abort 
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trajectory, and Earth makes It possible to calculate the 
AV'S necessary to perform the abort maneuvers and thus 
return safely to Earth. 
F. List of Symbols 
a . = semi-major axis 
e = eccentricity 
E = eccentric anomaly 
i = inclination 
K = gravitational parameter 
m' = number of complete orbits 
M = mean anomaly 
p = parameter of orbit 
r = radial distance 
S = semi perimeter 
t = time 
T' = time parameter 
= siderial period of revolution 
V = velocity 
X,Y,Z = coordinate axes 
3 = thrusting angle 
= see Figure 7 
r\ = true anomaly 
9 = heliocentric transfer angle 
0' = flight path angle 
n = mean angular motion 
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TT . = 3.1415926 
\|f = departure angle 
AV = velocity increment 
Subscripts 
a = azimuthal 
A " = apogee 
AB = abort 
ec = ecliptic 
np = nodal point 
orb = orbital 
p = perigee 
r = radial 
x,y,z = specify components direction 
1,2 = time or position references 
Vector notation 
~ = vector 
= unit vector 
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II. GENERAL METHOD OP SOLUTION 
This chapter contains a detailed explanation of 
Section I-E on the general method of solution of the abort 
problem. The computer program used for the actual numerical 
calculations Is on permanent file with the Aerospace 
Engineering Department of Iowa State University (Ames, Iowa) 
and Is available upon request. In Section II-F only will 
reference be made to the actual variable names and subroutines 
used In the computer program. 
A. Selection of the Spacecraft Trajectory 
After a mission, such as a manned Mars mission in 
1986, has been selected, it becomes necessary to decide on 
some criterion for determining the spacecraft's flight path. 
In this study it was decided to use the total AV required 
for all of the major orbital maneuvers of the large space­
craft as a basis for selecting a nominal mission. This 
total aV will not, however, include the AV's required for 
small mldcourse maneuvers or those for the landing vehicle 
if such Is included in the overall system. A more accurate 
measure for choosing a nominal mission might be based on the 
initial mass in Earth orbit (IMIEO or MEO). The IMIEO is 
related directly to the size of a rocket necessary to launch 
the spacecraft and, hence, to the cost of launching such a 
flight,. 
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In this regard the General Dynamics reference (ll) 
points out the difference between missions selected on the 
basis of minimum and minimum IMIEO requirements for 1975-
1986 manned Mars missions. For each Mars mission studied, 
the two different selection criteria, just mentioned, were 
used. First, each mission was selected on the basis of a 
minimum aV requirement for all large maneuvers in the mission. 
Second, each mission was selected on the basis of a minimum 
IMIEO required to complete the mission. Then, the IMIEO 
required for each of the first type was determined using 
the previously selected missions. A comparison was made 
between these two IMIEO values for each mission. For each 
of the three missions studied for 1986 launches, the 
difference in the IMIEO values was less than 3.5 per cent. 
The reason for these IMIEO differences may be under­
stood by examining the distribution of the total require­
ment. For a given amount of rocket fuel, the aV obtainable 
varies inversely with the mass of the spacecraft m^. 
Therefore, the amount of fuel necessary to accomplish a 
given aV maneuver varies directly as the spacecraft's mass 
mg. Thus, two missions requiring the same total aV (fuel) 
may have different IMIEO requirements. 
To understand the IMIEO difference, it may be helpful 
to consider a simple hypothetical example. For this example, 
the fuel requirement for achieving a 1 km/sec AV maneuver 
for 10 kilograms (kg) of spacecraft mass will be set 
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equal to 1 kg. A simple two-impulse flight from Earth to 
Mars will be examined assuming a 100 kg spacecraft require­
ment for a Mars landing and assuming an expendable system of 
30 kg that will be jettisoned midway in the flight. The 
100 kg requirement at Mars is needed to determine the space­
craft's mass at earlier points due to the mass of required 
fuel. Two cases with the same total aV (4 km/sec) will be 
shown to have different fuel requirements and thus different 
IMIEO requirements. The first case is assumed to require a 
3 km/sec at Earth and 1 km/sec AV at Mars. The Mars 
maneuver would require 10 kg of fuel (l Adding this 
10 kg of fuel and the 30 kg to be jettisoned to the over-all 
mass yields a spacecraft mass of l40 kg at Earth. Thus the 
Earth maneuvers would require 42 kg of fuel (3 x and, 
therefore, a total fuel requirement of 52 kg. The second 
case is assumed to require a 1 km/sec aV at Earth and a 3 
km/sec AV at Mars. Similar calculations (3 x = 30; 
1 X = 16 ) yield a 46 kg fuel requirement. Thus higher 
IMIEO values occur when larger percentages of the total AV 
are required for the first maneuver. 
In general, the results of the selection method based 
on a minimum total AV requirement should be checked for 
accuracy against the results obtained by using the selection 
method based on a minimum IMIEO requirement. For this study 
two reasons were thought to justify using the minimum AV 
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selections. First, the minimum aV selections have been 
shown, in Reference 11, to be quite accurate for 1986 
Mars lander missions with 40 day stop-over periods at 
Mars. The launch and arrival dates for these 1986 missions 
are within a few days of each other for the two different 
means of mission selection. Second, before a detailed IMIEO 
selection technique may be used, it is necessary to have a 
detailed knowledge of the type of spacecraft to be used for 
the space flight. This knowledge is not readily available 
for any preliminary mission analysis and was not available for 
the cases considered in this study. Yet, it was toward 
this type of mission that this investigation was directed. 
It should be pointed out that the method used for selecting 
the mission will have no effect on the techniques used in 
the abort trajectory calculations presented. 
Poteet's users manual (24) and a copy of the accompanying 
computer program provided by the General Dynamics Corporation 
were used for selecting missions. Having been written for an 
IBM 7094 digital computer, many changes were required to 
make the computer program compatable with the IBM 36O-5O ' 
which was used for this research. A complete flow chart of 
the computer program was made to obtain an understanding of 
the,theory involved and to make the appropriate changes to 
account for the decrease in accuracy from single-precision 
on the IBM 7094 to single-precision on the IBM 36O-5O. 
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The first check of the revised program's accuracy was 
the attempted duplication of the results recorded in 
Reference 11. This check was accomplished, indicating errors 
of less than 0.01 per cent for all computer output variables. 
This only verified the correct revision of the computer pro­
gram. The next step in checking the accuracy was the compari­
son of results from the revised program with those recorded 
in the work of Clarke ^  aJ. (7). Seventeen computer output 
parameters were found to have differences of no more than 
0.02 per cent. Both of these checks show that the accuracy 
of the revised program is very close to the capability of the 
IBM 360-50 computer using single-precision. 
Since the revised computer program will provide 
requirements for only one-way transfers from an orbit about 
one planet to an orbit about another planet, it seemed 
advisable and necessary to correlate the results of out­
bound and inbound transfers. For the purpose of providing 
requirements for round-trip missions, a matrix type of 
original computer output was developed, see Figure 1, for 
the program and was used here to provide the one-way 
requirement values as elements, where each row signifies an 
Earth arrival or departure date and each column signifies a 
Mars arrival or departure date. Although Figure 1 illus­
trates output for abort trajectories, the previously mentioned 
matrix output is similar except for use of Earth and Mars 
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dates. An assumption of a 40 day stay-time in the vicinity 
of Mars permits one to obtain the total AV requirements 
for the inbound and outbound legs of a trajectory for a 
given Mars arrival date. With the 40 day stay time, 
searching the element values in a column in an outbound 
matrix for the lowest element value and comparing this value 
with the lowest element value of a column corresponding to 
40 days later in an inbound matrix, allows finding a minimum 
AV mission. Repeating the searching procedure, allows 
plotting a graph of minimum total AV requirements versus 
dates of arrival at Mars, see Figure 2, under the restriction 
of all previous assumptions. The two minimum points on the 
curves of Figure 2 are very nearly the same and are found 
to originate from Mars missions with similar inbound legs, 
but with outbound legs with approximately 100 days difference 
in their flight times. Table 1 indicates the details of 
the two missions selected. Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional 
view of these two missions as projected onto the ecliptic 
plane. 
A suitable notation is adopted for classifying the 
space flights. The first two symbols designate whether the 
trajectory is an outbound leg (OT) or an inbound leg (IN). 
The next two symbols specify the last two digits of the year 
In the twentieth century. The fifth symbol indicates 
whether the outbound leg has a heliocentric transfer angle 
of less than or greater than iBO degrees. Those with angles 
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less than l80 degrees will be denoted by an A and those with 
angles greater than l80 degrees by a B. Similarly, the 
sixth symbol is for the heliocentric transfer angle of 
the inbound leg with 1 indicating an angle less than l80 
degrees and 2 indicating an angle greater than l80 degrees. 
As an example, IN86A2 designates the inbound leg of a 1986 
Mars mission with an outbound transfer angle of less than 
l80 degrees and an inbound transfer angle of greater than 
l80 degrees. Only the last four symbols are used when 
referring to a total round-trip space flight. 
B. Coordinate System Reference Frame 
The selection of a proper reference frame is very 
important for abort studies. The usual frame of reference 
for interplanetary work is the heliocentric ecliptic 
coordinate system, see Figure 4. The X-axis is in the 
Earth's orbital plane (ecliptic plane) and passes through 
a point corresponding to the vernal equinox (March 21st). 
The Z-axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and 
positive in a northerly direction. The Y-axis is aligned 
so that the three axes form a right-handed coordinate 
system. Figure 4 also illustrates an orbital plane inclined 
from the ecliptic plane and the. angles necessary to define 
the position of a body in that orbital plane. 
The computer program mentioned in Section II-A requires 
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having many of the angles illustrated in Figure 4 given for 
each planet at some epoch date. Then the derivatives of 
these same angles with respect to time must by approximated 
and treated as constants. These derivatives are usually 
given in units of degrees per century and are used for 
updating the angles to any required date. This procedure 
is limited in accuracy by the knowledge of the planets 
positions and the validity of the approximations. 
In attempting to use these same techniques for abort 
capability studies, it is necessary to select an epoch date 
and again provide an updating procedure. Since only the 
portion of the spacecraft's orbit between the two planets 
is meaningful, it becomes apparent that, any epoch date 
outside of the time period in which the spacecraft is between 
the two planets, will involve duplicate calculations which 
cancel each other out. Within the period of time when the 
spacecraft is between the planets, each value of time 
corresponds to a position of the space flight. 
The new coordinate frame chosen to provide a simpler 
and more accurate means of relating the relative positions 
and velocities is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Although 
both coordinate systems are defined in the same manner, the 
physical picture of the coordinate systems for the inbound 
and outbound legs of an interplanetary mission are different. 
The X-axis is again defined in the ecliptic plane, but now it 
/ 
passes through the nodal point corresponding to the position 
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of Earth when the spacecraft arrives at (inbound leg) or 
departs from (outbound leg) Earth. The Y- and Z~axes are 
defined in the same manner as they were for the heliocentric 
ecliptic coordinate system. This selection of axes has led 
to the capability for updating orbital positions to increase 
the computer speed and accuracy until it is better than 
that which is used in selecting the nominal missions. This 
coordinate system selection also avoids any large dependency 
on the interval of time that has passed since the epoch 
date which is chosen to correspond to the Earth arrival or 
departure date. Such a choice of an epoch date eliminates 
the need to calculate any positions of the spacecraft that 
are more than one complete orbit away from the position of 
Earth at the epoch date, unless the nominal mission leg~ 
itself also required traveling more than one complete orbit. 
The only other coordinate system used is one with the 
same X-axis, but with the Z-axis perpendicular to the 
orbital plane of the spacecraft. Again the Y-axis forms a 
right-handed coordinate system. When the position (or 
velocity) of the spacecraft is found in this orbital 
coordinate system, the following orthogonal matrix trans­
formation may be used to obtain ecliptic coordinate com­
ponents: 
1 0 
0 cos(-i) sin(i) 
0 -sin(i) cos(i) 
orb 
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where i is an Euler angle measuring the rotation about the 
X-axis which is required to rotate the orbit plane into the 
ecliptic plane. Equation II-l is valid for clockwise rota­
tions about the X-axis in both inbound and outbound cases. 
A negative i must be used for counter-clockwise rotations. 
A clockwise rotation in Figure 5 (inbound case) always 
corresponds to a counter-clockwise rotation in Figure 6 
(outbound case). 
C. Determination and Updating of Orbit Parameters 
Once the epoch date and the coordinate systems have 
been specified, the next step is to determine the orbital 
parameters for both Earth and the spacecraft at the epoch 
date. The computer program used to select the mission uses 
these parameters, but does not store" them for output. Thus, 
two new subroutines are used to select the proper parameters - -
and print them with the desired accuracy. The following 
five parameters are required for each orbit: radial distance 
r, true anomaly eccentricity e, semi-major axis a, and 
inclination i of the orbit with respect to the ecliptic 
plane. The actual computer method for obtaining these 
parameters or their equivalents is found in Section II-P. 
If the five parameters mentioned in the previous para­
graph are known, it is possible to determine t^ position 
and velocity vectors of each orbit at any time by considering 
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the following equations: 
®np = Zarotan tan(Ti^p/2)] (II-2) 
U =-Tsid/2 (II-4) 
« = % + (II-5) 
• % = % - (II-G) 
M = E - esin(E) (II-7) 
E = M + esin(E) (II-8) 
Substituting Equations II-5 and II-6 in II-8 to get: 
E = E^p + P^t-tnp) + e(sin(E) - sin(E^p)) (Il-g) 
This equation gives E in terms of the known variables and 
the time since nodal passage. By iterating on E with an 
initial guess of zero it is possible to rapidly find the 
value of E at the new time. The new true anomaly T| is 
then found by solving Equation II-2 to get: 
T, = 2arotan [(E/2)(-^)i] (11-10) 
For elliptic orbits, 
p = a(l-e)(l+e) (ll-ll) 
The radial distance associated with this new' position is 
given by: 
r = p/(l+ecos(Ti) ) (11-12) 
The heliocentric angle A-q (or 0) between the given position 
and the X-axis (nodal line) is found by taking the difference 
between ti and The following-equations allow the 
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determination of positions and velocities in the orbital 
plane : 
àr\ = T%p 
"x = (11.13) 
r = rsin(A^) 
1*2 = 0 
Vr = V^epsin(A'n)/r 
V, = (Kp)2/r 
(II-14) 
= V c^os(Ati) - sin(A^) 
Vy = VySin(A^) + cos(ATI) (II-15) 
= 0 
The Earth orbital plane coordinates will usually coincide 
with the ecliptic coordinates. The use of Equation II-l 
will allow transforming spacecraft vectors into the corres­
ponding vectors for ecliptic coordinates. This now allows 
the determination of the position and velocity vectors of 
the spacecraft and Earth in the ecliptic plane when given a 
date for each. 
D. Use of Lambert's Theorem 
The next problem is to determine the abort trajectory 
orbit parameters. Lambert's theorem has been developed for 
the purpose of determining the orbit parameters for a 
trajectory passing through two points that have known radial 
distances r^ and rg, a chord length c between them, and a 
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time period tg - t^ that must elapse between passage through 
the two points. The classical form of the theorem for the 
elliptical case is given "by: 
(tg-t^) = [f-sin(f)] - [g-sin(g)] (II-l6) 
where 
f = 2[arcsin((r^+r^+c)/4a)]2 
and 
g = 2[arcsin((r^+r2-c)/4a)]2 
As will be shown in Chapter VIthis can be rewritten as: 
T' = (-Q")3/^[2m'TT+(f-sin(f))-(g-sin(g))] (11-17) 
where 
and 
Q = 8/2a . 
and where 
S = (r^+r2+c)/2 
and . • 
m' = the number of complete orbits. 
Equation 11-17 allows expression of the time interval as a 
function of Q. An iteration procedure will allow calculating 
a Q, for a given T'. 
Once Q has been determined, the other abort orbit para­
meters will be given by: 
a = S/2Q 
^ — ^(F^^rgjCfQ) 
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V = (2/r + Q/S)^ 
p = (Vrsinf*))^ 
e = (l + 2Qp/S)2 
r\ = arcsin(p/ertan(\jr) ) 
The derivation of many of the equations used in this section 
and an outline of possible approaches to the solution of 
Lambert's theorem are available in Chapter VI. Chapter VI 
also points out the accuracy limitations imposed by present 
methods used for solving Lambert's theorem and presents an 
improved method. This set of equations, just mentioned, 
provides a means for finding the velocity magnitude and 
direction of the trajectory at both of its terminal points. 
/ 
These two terminal points correspond to the positions of 
Earth at the arrival date and the spacecraft at the departure 
date. 
Since the velocity vectora for the abort trajectory are 
in the orbital plane of the abort trajectory, it is necessary 
to determine the inclination of the abort orbit with respect 
to the ecliptic plane. This may be done, see Figure 7, by 
taking the cross product of r^ and r^ which will yield a unit 
vector which is perpendicular to the abort' orbital plane. 
The arcosine of the Z-component of this unit vector is the 
inclination of this orbital plane i^ with respect to the 
ecliptic plane. This is due to the fact that r^ and rg are 
given in terms of the ecliptic coordinate system. Then, 
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the positions and velocities of the spacecraft may be given 
in the ecliptic coordinate system using Equation II-l with 
i^ as the Euler angle. Knowing both the velocities of the 
abort trajectory and the original trajectory in the ecliptic 
coordinate system, allows a computation of the aV required 
to perform the correct orbital maneuvers. 
E. Patched Conic Usage at Earth 
The solution to Lambert's theorem provides the helio­
centric velocity vector of the spacecraft at the time of 
Earth arrival. Lee and Wilsons' work (19) points out that 
the spacecraft's Earth-relative velocity vector V is given 
by 
= \ - Vg (11-18) 
where V. is the heliocentric velocity of Earth. Their work 
also presents the justification for assuming that the vector 
represents the residual Earth-relative velocity which the 
spacecraft would have when at an infinite distance from 
Earth on the Earth-centered hyperbolic arrival trajectory. 
Much of the justifying argument is based on the relative 
distances from the spacecraft to Earth and the Sun. Therefore, 
if the vector V represents' the velocity of the spacecraft 
on a planetocentric hyperbola, whereas the vector V_ 
represents the velocity of the spacecraft on a heliocentric 
trajectory (usually elliptical), then the heliocentric vector 
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V. and Equation II-l8 may be used to patch together the two 
conic sections of the spacecraft's trajectory. 
The planet-relative velocity of the spacecraft with a 
given is given in Reference 19 as 
V = (2Kyr + V^)i (11-19) 
w 00 
Checking this velocity against an entry speed limit for the 
spacecraft allows the determination of the need for a 
maneuver before a safe atmospheric entry can be accomplished. 
The entry speed limit commonly used for Apollo type space­
crafts is 15.24 km/sec at a 121.92 km altitude and, thus-, 
will be used in this study. 
Clarke ejt a2. (7) makes a comparison of a computer pro­
gram using the previously mentioned patched conic solution 
with a computer program using a continuous numerical inte­
gration of the equations of motion. Their work shows that 
the miss distance at Earth for the simpler patched conic 
solution was within the limits of assumed midcourse 
corrections. Any attempt to claim a need for greater 
accuracy must first show the ability of a spacecraft and its 
guidance system to maintain such accuracies. 
P. Computer Programs 
All of the theory presented in this chapter has very 
little value until a computer program can be developed to 
perform the calculations. A satisfactory computer program 
must be able to provide accurate calculations for many 
\ 
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possible abort trajectories in a short time. Also, the 
computer output must be in a form that will allow an engineer 
to do mission analysis work or an astronaut to make rapid 
decisions in case of a spacecraft failure. 
In order to accomplish the goals just mentioned, the 
orbit parameters provided from the mission selection 
computer program should be sufficient to provide the infor­
mation required for the abort computer program. Initially 
the abort program, developed in this study, transforms both 
the Earth and nominal mission trajectories into the coordi­
nate system described in Section II-B. As dates (Julian) 
are specified, the program uses an updating procedure, see 
Section II-C, to calculate the specified positions in the 
same coordinate system. Then Lambert's theorem is used to 
obtain orbit parameters of the abort trajectories. Next, 
the patched conic solution, described in Section II-E, 
provides the program with a means of determining the AV 
requirements at Earth. The heliocentric reference frame for 
the abort maneuver from the nominal flight path permits a 
rapid calculation of the related àY requirement, and, thus, 
the total AV requirement for both maneuvers. The remainder 
of this section is devoted to a description of some of the 
numerical application of the procedure. 
The computer program used in the mission selection and 
all of the revisions necessary for use on the IBM 360-50 
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computer using Fortran IV are on file with the abort tra­
jectory program. The 52 page flow chart that was written for 
the logical interpretation of the assumptions and methods 
used in progressing from the input to the final,output has 
also been provided for the assistance of anyone wishing to 
do a study in this field. 
To obtain the data needed for the abort program, a few 
changes must be made in the selection program. The MAIN 
program is requested to print out the following variables 
after all PLOT variables (used for storing output) have been 
calculated: PLOT(ll,IRTH,MARS) = (true anomaly at Mars); 
PLOT(12,IRTH,MARS) = 0 (heliocentric transfer angle); 
PLOT(13,IRTH,MARS) = i (inclination); ECCT = e (eccentricity); 
DPER. = r (radius at perigee); and DAP = r. (radius at 
P ^ 
apogee). These are all orbit parameters of the spacecraft's 
trajectory. Since subroutine EPHE24 is used three times for 
each trajectory, a check must be made to determine the 
correct time that will allow printing out the Earth nodal 
point (epoch date) data. The control variable JIG is used 
to distinguish between the departure and arrival planets. 
By making Earth correspond to JIG = 2 and checking on this 
variable, the proper output is produced. The following 
variables are required: PHI = (true anomaly at nodal 
point); RADIUS = r^^ (radius at nodal point); ECC(JIG) = e 
(eccentricity); and U = a (semi-major axis). These para­
meters obtained from the mission selection program allow the 
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abort program to define the nominal flight path. 
Figure 10 is a flow chart of the logical connection of 
the major subroutines in the abort program. The MAIN pro­
gram is used as a control center for determining the proper 
sequence of calculations and for the storage of output 
parameters. All input parameters are output on the first 
page to always insure knowing which input was used in 
generating each set of data. Where the mission selection 
program provided equivalents to the five required variables, 
the MAIN program now, converts them into the desired 
variables. 
The control variable IBUG is used to denote a production 
type run (IBUG = O) or a debugging run (IBUG = + l) where 
many variables are output after each step. For IBUG = -1, 
output occurs in all major subroutines. For IBUG = +1, 
output occurs in all subroutines involved in numerical 
calculations. The control variable INOU is used to dis­
tinguish between outbound (iNOU = O) and inbound (iNOU = l) 
abort studies. INOU is also used to insure the proper sign 
on the abort trajectory inclination angle. 
Subroutine DEPIN outputs a list of nodal point orbit 
parameters for Earth and the spacecraft, plus entry limits. 
With a rather complete definition of the problem having 
been printed out, 'the MAIN program is required to define 
each abort trajectory. The variabel TTFUST is input as the 
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initial date (all dates are referenced to a Julian calendar) 
for attempting an abort from the spacecraft's nominal flight 
path. The variable TEFUST is input as the initial date for 
returning to Earth. These two dates determine the flight 
time DFLT for the first abort trajectory which corresponds 
to the element in the lower left corner of the matrix 
output, see Figure 1. After the required output has been 
computed and stored for this initial abort trajectory, 
TTPUST is increased by an amount equal to DTTRAJ which is 
an input incrementing variable. This yields a revised date 
TTRAJ which is used with TEFUST to define another abort 
trajectory. This procedure is repeated until NTTRAJ abort 
trajectories have been computed. NTTRAJ is an input 
variable specifying the number of rows requested for the 
output matrix. In order to complete the matrix, TTRAJ is 
returned to the value of TTPUST and DTERTH is added to TEFUST 
to obtain TERTH. Again TTRAJ is increased until NTTRAJ 
abort trajectories have been computed for the Earth date of 
TERTH. This procedure continuous until NTERTH Earth dates 
are used and the output for all elements of the output 
matrices has been computed and stored. 
For each element in the matrix, the subtraction of TTRAJ 
from TERTH provides the flight time DFLT. The computer is 
asked to check oh the value of DFLT and only compute tra­
jectories for positive flight times, see Figure 1. The 
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input control variables EPMIN and DPMAX are used "by the 
computer to check on minimum and maximum values allowable 
for DPLT. 
Subroutine CALNDR is used for converting Julian dates 
into Gregorian dates that are needed for the output formats. 
Subroutine CONSOL is a procedure for solving the 
patched conic problem (CONic SOLution). Once the two dates 
have been determined, CONSOL calls on subroutine EPHEM to 
update the position and velocity vectors of the two orbits. 
Then CONSOL computes the input needed for the solution of 
Lambert's theorem in subroutine LAMBRT. Subroutine LAMBRT 
may be either of the two mentioned in Chapter VI. Subroutine 
CONSOL may now use the abort trajectory parameters to 
calculate the output parameters. 
Five other subroutines are used by the subroutines 
previously mentioned to do such calculations as: dot 
product, cross product, matrix multiplication, and deter­
mination of coordinate transformation matrices. 
After the computer has stored all of the output in the 
variables PLOT(N,IRTH,ITRJ), two subroutines are used to 
print out these variables in the matrix form. Subroutine 
MAP88 is an output routine that produces the matrices and 
labels the axes. Subroutine TEX is another output routine 
used to print out the correct headings on each page of the 
output. These headings indicate the parameter printed as 
elements in the matrix for each page of output. 
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Fourteen different output parameters are stored In the 
PLOT variables and any or all may be printed out in the 
matrix form. The following list indicates the abort 
trajectory parameters corresponding to each PLOT variable: 
PL0T(1,_,_) total aV 
PLOT = AV for abort maneuver 
PL0T(3,_,_) = aV for Earth entry 
PLOT(it,_,_.) = Unbraked Earth entry speed 
PL0T(5,_,_) Pg for AV 
PL0T(6,_,_) = for aV 
PL0T(7,_,_) = gg for before abort 
PL0T(8,_,_) = 3^ for before abort 
PL0T(9,_,_) = Thrusting angle 3 
PLOT(10,_,_ 
PL0T(11,_,_ 
PL0T(12,_,_ 
PL0T{13,_,_ 
PL0T(14,_,_ 
= i^j inclination of abort trajectory 
= Tp, radius of perigee 
= r^, radius of apogee 
= e, eccentricity 
= 0, transfer angle 
Figure 8 illustrates the use of Pg locating the 
direction of a vector in the ecliptic coordinate system. 
Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between the vector 
and to the velocity vectors of the spacecraft before (V^) 
and after (Vg) the abort maneuver. The thrusting angle g 
may be used to determine the magnitude of the angle between 
and 
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The speed of these operations has been difficult to 
determine because of systems problems involved with the 
IBM 360-50 computer, but 300 trajectories seem to average 
less than one minute of execution time. 
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III. ACCURACY OP TEST CASES 
Since no previously published work was available to the 
author in the area of interplanetary flight abort studies, it 
was not possible to compare the results of this study with 
the results of work by other authors. Although it is 
possible to degenerate the computer program so that it will 
work with circular, coplanar orbits, this seems fruitless 
since there is no similar previously obtained information for 
comparison purposes. For these reasons, it was necessary 
to improvise some test cases that would allow checking the 
program against itself. The four cases selected for such 
checks may seem trivial until it is realized that asking for 
computer output identical to the computer input does not 
merely require the computer to transfer the input into 
output as is explained in the following section. 
A. Description of Test Cases 
Two missions from Section II-A were selected for this 
study. The inbound and outbound leg of each was used to 
provide a test case. 
Each of the two inbound legs provides a trajectory that 
may be considered an abort, requiring no rocket fuel other 
than that which may be needed if the Earth entry speed is 
too high; i.e., above the prescribed limit for the particular 
spacecraft being considered. Such aborts are described by 
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specifying a flight time for the abort equal to the nominal 
flight time required for the spacecraft to reach Earth from 
Mars. This flight time should force the computer program to 
select the original inbound orbit for the abort,orbit and 
specify a zero requirement for the abort maneuver. This 
is not just a simple case of telling the computer program to 
do nothing because the coordinate systems used to determine 
the abort trajectories are different from the coordinate 
systems used by the input parameters which define the 
inbound orbits. If the proper coordinate transformations are 
not made, the positions and velocities will not be correct. 
Also, the abort trajectory inclination is not obtained from 
the spacecraft's orbit inclination, but from the position of 
Earth and of the spacecraft in the new reference frame. A 
check was also made on many of the available orbit parameters 
and the entry speed at Earth to see if the original inbound 
orbit and the abort orbit were identical. 
The two outbound legs do not have the same possibilities 
for checking returns to Earth as do the inbound legs, but 
some test was needed because of the difference in the 
coordinate systems used for the inbound and outbound legs. 
Since the updating procedure is not limited to positive 
advances in time, it is possible to back up (in time) to any 
position along the outbound trajectory. It should be noted 
that these positions are not the actual positions the 
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spacecraft would pass, but are hypothetical positions 
defined by the spacecraft's complete orbit. After having 
moved back along the orbit a set number of days, the 
computer program was asked to abort to Earth in this same 
number of days. Only checks on a zero aV requirement to 
abort and some orbit parameters were made since no Earth 
arrival information was previously available. 
B. Degree of Accuracy 
The computer program variable IBUG was set equal to +1 
to provide detailed outputs for all calculations in each 
test case. Tables 2-7 contain the results from these outputs 
and the difference between the known and calculated values 
for the parameters that were checked. No per cent of error 
is listed because the computer accuracy for the IBM 360-50 
is vague in the sixth digit and most of the differences are 
in the fifth and sixth digits. 
• The errors in the aV's required to perform the abort 
maneuvers are misleading because they are produced in the 
computer program by multiplying the small difference of two 
large numbers by another large number. The velocity magni­
tudes used in the computer program are in Earth mean orbit 
speed (EMOS) units and must be multiplied by 29.7849 to 
obtain the units of kilometers per second. Tables 8 and 9 
show the actual values of each component of the velocity 
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vectors (in EMOS) before the abort maneuvers and the /^V's 
that were calculated by the computer for the abort meanuvers 
themselves. All of these values should be zero to 
signify no abort maneuvers. These calculations were 
also performed using a new solution to Lambert's theorem, 
see Chapter VI, in both the mission selection and abort 
computer programs. Tables 6 and 7 show these improvements 
over the values in Tables 4 and 5- The latter were calcu­
lated using the old solution to Lambert's theorem. These 
improved values are very close to the limit of the single-
precision accuracy of the IBM 360-50 computer and are above 
the accuracy needed for most preliminary mission analyses. 
On both the inbound and outbound test cases, the 
spacecraft departure dates and the Earth arrival dates were 
incremented, see Section II-F, in 10 day steps to add 
confidence to the method. As the spacecraft departures 
were delayed while maintaining the Earth arrival dates 
previously used, the flight times asked for in the computer 
output remained equal to the planned time required to return 
to Earth on the nominal flight path. Additional confidence 
was obtained when the output parameters maintained the same 
degree of accuracy as the flight times were decreased to 10 
days. When the Earth arrival dates were incremented in 
either direction from the planned arrival dates> the flight 
times were required to vary from the time nominally required 
to return to Earth. As should be expected, the AV required 
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for the abort maneuvers slowly increased as the difference 
between the abort and the nominal flight times was increased. 
Additional accuracy may be obtained by going to double-
precision on the IBM 360-50 or running the computer program 
on a more advanced engineering dltlal computer with higher 
single-precision accuracy. If so, tolerance checks on 
iterations within the program would need to be changed to 
correspond with any new computer accuracy limits. However, 
there does not seem to be any value in such precision until 
other factors can be improved. One of these factors needing 
Improvement is the accuracy of the information available for 
determining the position of the planets. 
There is also a question as to the need for Improved 
accuracy of the computer calculations since the time and 
cost needed to achieve any additional precision must be 
weighed against what can be done through allowing nominal 
flight plan errors to be corrected by small midcourse 
maneuvers. Since the guidance and tracking parameters of a 
spacecraft are not obtainable with great accuracy at the 
present time, the orbit parameters so obtained have a degree 
of uncertainty in them. Hence, it seems better to use small 
maneuvers made near the terminal portion of the particular 
mission leg than to try to correct any trajectory errors 
'V 
with greater precision in the nominal program. 
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IV. 1986 MISSION RESULTS 
A. Limited Inbound Possibilities 
When a spacecraft has completed its stay at the planet 
under investigation and has been transferred to a helio­
centric trajectory for returning to Earth, the capabil­
ities for performing any maneuvers are very limited. After 
the spacecraft has achieved its return trajectory, only the 
AV required for an atmospheric entry at Earth is assumed 
to be available for abort maneuvers. The aV originally 
allocated for the inbound midcourse correction maneuvers is 
usually less than 0.30 km/sec and thus, is too small to allow 
the performance of any substantial abort maneuvers. Hence, 
it is neglected in this study. Another reason for neglecting 
these small midcourse correction aV's on either the 
inbound or outbound legs is because they may be required for 
correction maneuvers after an abort maneuver. 
IN86B2 requires no AV and IN86A2 only a 0.318 km/sec A"V, 
see Table 1, for their respective Earth entry maneuvers. 
Thus, no ^V is available on mission IN86B2 for^performing 
any abort maneuver unless an extra aV capability is provided 
in the original mission planning. For mission IN86A2, the 
Earth arrival can never be hastened since the unbraked entry 
speed usually increases as the flight time is decreased. In 
each of the few cases where the computer output indicates a 
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small decrease in the unbraked entry speed at Earth, the 
computer output also indicates a /\Y for the abort maneuver 
which is larger than the decrease in the Earth entry speed. 
Delaying the Earth arrival date can eliminate the aV 
requirement at Earth for IN86A2, but causes a /^V for the 
abort maneuver that is larger.than the available O.318 km/sec. 
These cases show the need for other means of space rescue on 
the inbound legs unless extra rocket fuel is provided. 
B. Thrust Constrained Outbound Aborts 
For abort maneuvers from the outbound leg of a mission, 
it is assumed possible to use at least three of the /\V' s 
planned for the nominal mission. Completing the nominal 
mission will require using for braking into a Mars 
orbit, thrusting into a heliocentric inbound trajectory from 
the Mars orbit, and braking (if needed) for an atmospheric 
entry at Earth. The sum of these three ^Y's only will be 
assumed available for the aborts. Other capabilities 
may be required for completing the nominal mission, but are 
not assumed available because of the difficulty in deter­
mining whether the fuel for these s will be located in a 
manner which will allow its usage for abort maneuvers. 
Here, it is helpful to understand-the actual rockets 
and fuel that are required to perform the nominal mission 
maneuvers. The amount of fuel required for a given rocket 
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to provide a given aV is directly proportional to the mass of 
the spacecraft. This fact shows that a given amount of fuel 
may provide equivalent AV's for two different spacecrafts 
only if they have the same mass. The spacecraft assumed for 
these Mars missions probably will not have a constant mass 
due to the possibilities for Jettisoning equipment no longer 
needed and of any fuel consumption during the mission. One 
of these possibilities occurs with the Mars Excursion Module 
(MEM) to be used by the astronauts to descend from the main 
Command Module to the surface of Mars. This MEM will also 
be used to return to the Command Module which will probably 
remain in a parking orbit about Mars during the landing 
operations. The MEM will be very similar to the LEM being 
used in the Apollo lunar landing missions. Since part of 
the MEM will be left oh the surface of Mars and the remaining 
part will probably be left in orbit about Mars, the mass of 
the main spacecraft will be different before and after the 
stay at Mars. If one-is to use the three ^V's previously 
mentioned and shown in Table 1, it will be necessary to also 
assume that this type of expendable mass will be jettisoned 
before using the remaining propulsion system for abort 
purposes. 
It- is also possible that the MEM will have a fuel supply 
that may be available for outbound leg aborts, but, in this 
case, it will be necessary to consider the difference between 
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the mass of the MEM and the mass of the total spacecraft to 
determine the amount of that may be available for the 
total spacecraft. If the MEM's fuel supply can be transfer­
red to the large manned capsule, this fuel could possibly 
be used in the larger capsule's rockets. This fuel may not 
be transferable and will have to be jettisoned with the MEM. 
A knowledge of the spacecraft's rocke^ system should allow 
determining the available for a given mass of fuel and 
a given spacecraft mass. This knowledge would provide a 
means for converting available fuel into available AV 
capability. 
Table 1 indicates the amount and distribution of the 
aV available on the outbound leg of each of the 1986 manned 
Mars missions. Since 0T86B2 is much longer in duration 
than 0T86A2 and the total aV requirements for both missions 
are almost identical, thus 0T86A2 was judged to be advan­
tageous for a manned flight. Therefore, only a limited 
number of calculations were performed on 0T86B2. Figure 11 
shows the range of possible aborts for 0T86B2 using the 
7.599 km/sec, see Table 1, that may be available. A more 
detailed analysis was made on 0T86A2 and those results are 
are shown in Figures 12-19. Solid lines in the figures 
indicate that the number of data points were sufficient to 
draw the curves and dashed lines indicate that data were 
insufficient to draw the curves with confidence. 
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The matrix output from the computer program, see 
Figure 1, provides three-dimensional charts of the total 
AV required for the abort maneuvers. As was previously 
explained, each matrix element indicates the magnitude of 
the total AV required to abort from the nominal flight path 
at the date given by the element's abscissa and to return 
to Earth at the date given by the element's ordinate. The 
difference between these two dates is the abort mission's 
flight time. The date for performing the abort maneuver 
from the nominal flight path is referred to as the decision 
date. 
Figures 12-19 show the locus of intersection points 
obtained by placing a plane through the 0T86A2 three-
dimensional surface at different AV levels and at different 
dates. Figure 12 is obtained by cutting the surface with a 
plane at "the constant AV level of 8.4-52 km/sec, see Table 1, 
which is assumed to be available on the 0T86A2 mission leg. 
Figures 13-15 are obtained by the same means, but at different 
AV levels. Figure 13 shows the additional abort possibilities 
when a larger AV is available. Figures l4- and 15 show the 
decrease in abort possibilities when less than the nominal 
AV is available. Figure 15 illustrates the very limited 
range of possible aborts if about one-half of the nominal 
AV is lost. 
Figures l6-'l8 show the locus of the intersection points 
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obtained using a plane placed perpendicular to those mentioned 
in the previous paragraph. Each plane is placed through the 
three-dimensional surface so that its surface represents a 
date in the 0T86A2 flight path. These three figures 
illustrate the shape of the valleys and peaks on the three-
dimensional surface and should provide a better understanding 
of the range of possible aborts under any AV limit or flight 
time constraint. 
The abscissas of Figures 11-15 correspond to the 
decision date, but are also indicated in terms of the time 
elapsed since the Earth departure date. This elapsed time 
is determined by subtracting the decision date from the 
Earth departure date. 
C. Time Constrained Outbound Aborts 
If for any reason a need develops to return to Earth 
from the nominal mission in a short period of time. Figures 
11-15 allow the determination of the abort trajectory with 
the shortest flight time possible using the maximum 
available . The lower line bordering the acceptable range 
of possible aborts in these figures is the locus of the 
minimum times required for aborts using the specified /\V. 
Another figure for studying time constrained aborts is 
obtained by changing the ordinate of Figure 12 to Earth 
arrival dates, see Figure 19. For 0T86A2, Figure 19 
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shows that the fastest returns to Earth may always be 
accomplished by performing the earliest possible abort__ 
maneuver. This may not be true for all missions, but a 
plot like Figure 19 will allow deciding on the best time 
to perform the abort maneuver even if the results are 
different for studies of missions other than the minimum 
manned Mars missions in 1986. 
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V. ENGINEERING USES OP COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A. Mission Analysis and Planning 
The computer program developed to provide information 
in the form of Figures 12-19 should prove to be very valuable 
in assisting the engineer concerned with planning future 
manned interplanetary missions. With the aid of this program, 
it is possible to study such missions not only from the 
standpoint of which will require the minimum aV or IMIEO, 
but also which will allow the abort capabilities to be 
maximized. 
In the past, analyses for manned missions have been 
done by assuming that it is important to minimize the total 
cost of each mission. AV and IMIEO optimizations have been 
chosen for this purpose because of their direct relation to 
the cost of equipment needed to perform such missions. 
This may be a good criterion for unmanned space flights, 
but a more realistic criterion should now be established 
for planning manned planetary missions. 
For a manned flight, over-all reliability is very 
important and eventually will be the criterion that must be 
weighed against the cost. In determining the over-all 
reliability, it will be necessary to weigh the reliability 
of completing the nominal mission against a reliability 
based on the nominal mission completion and, in addition. 
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abort possibilities for a safe return to Earth in the event 
of need. The computer program developed in connection with 
this study allows the study of a wide range of mission 
reliability factors. One such factor, obtainable through 
the program, is the per cent of time which aborts are 
possible. This percentage may be determined using any 
reasonable AV limitation and any reasonable constraint on 
the flight time allowable for returning to Earth. 
B. Real Time Usage 
Once a decision has been made to fly a specific manned 
interplanetary mission, the computer program developed in 
connection with this study may be used for real time appli­
cations . (During the actual space flight, a large number of 
abort capability.parameters must be made available to the 
flight controllers and the astronauts. This computer pro­
gram can provide many of these parameters, but is probably 
too large to be used by a computer in the spacecraft and 
thus, the program should be stored on tape or disk in a 
ground based computer. By feeding the computer the space­
craft's orbit parameters at any time, a complete summary of 
the abort capabilities may be obtained in a few seconds. 
Some initial plots of data of the type shown in Figures 12-19 
may be prepared before the mission is flown, but the real 
time usage is necessary due to the fact that no mission 
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ever actually follows exactly the nominal flight plan. 
Since the actual flight path may vary from the planned 
flight path, continuous tracking information will allow the 
computer to work with the most recent and accurate data. 
In case of many malfunctions in the spacecraft or some 
disablement of its crew, it will be possible to rapidly 
make a decision on what can be done to abort the mission and 
return the spacecraft and its crew safely to Earth. If it 
appears that this is feasible, it will be possible to 
determine the proper AV required and the direction in which 
it must be applied. 
At least two types of malfunctions require different 
responses. One is the type of spacecraft failure that would 
decrease the AV available to complete the nominal mission. 
However this type of failure may still allow the operation 
of the environmental system for as long as would be required 
to complete the nominal flight. Some of the malfunctions 
that fall into this category are: internal rocket failure, 
meteoroid collisions partially damaging the rockets or their 
fuel supply, and over-heating of the spacecraft causing 
excessive fuel boil off. Another type of failure is one in 
which the AV capability is maintained, but for some reason 
the spacecraft or its crew is unable to complete the nominal 
mission. Some of the reasons for this type of abort consid­
eration are: any environmental failures such as a partial 
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loss of food or oxygen, an injury to a crew member, 
meteoroid collision causing a partial systems failure, 
certain types of power failure, guidance and control systems 
failure which would limit but not prohibit maneuvers, and 
certain types of communication problems. 
Another failure that could possibly fall into the first 
class, previously mentioned, is that of a rocket or guidance 
problem which would cause the spacecraft to deviate outside 
of the range where small midcourse maneuvers may be used to 
return the spacecraft to the planned flight path. Any 
combination of these or other failures should be classified 
according to the available AV and the length of time the 
spacecraft and its crew can remain in space. Reasonable 
aV constraints will allow the production of a graph like 
Figure 12 to provide" the ranges of flight times available 
for possible aborts. 
For real time usage, the value of the information in 
tfTe form of Figùres 12-19 will depend on the speed at which 
it can be presented. A ground based mechanical plotter may 
be developed to draw these figures directly from the digital 
computer output, Additional parameters and graphs may be 
added to. the computer program output when specific require­
ments have been placed on the information needed to deter­
mine abort possibilities. 
Since it will probably be necessary to compute and 
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display most of the real time abort capability parameters 
using ground based equipment, the flight controllers that 
are monitoring these parameters will need to have a rela­
tively fast means for communicating with the astronauts in 
the spacecraft. It may also be advisable to keep the 
astronauts informed of the aborts that may be possible in a 
future time period in their flight and the maneuvers that 
these aborts would require. This information may allow the 
astronauts to perform an abort maneuver even if they lose 
communication with Earth based stations. Such a loss of 
communications may in itself require an abort of the nominal 
mission or may occur in connection with other spacecraft 
failures. 
This partial list of problem areas emphasizes the need 
for the real time usage of a computer program such as has 
been developed in this study. , 
C. Additional Uses 
The computer program was .kept as general as possible 
during its development so that, while it has in this study 
been used primarily for the specific types of aborts pre­
viously mentioned, it may easily be adapted to other 
related problems. For example, two of the limitations 
placed on the class of trajectories studied in this investi­
gation may be changed If and when more sophisticated missions 
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become practical or possible. Thus, while Equation 11-11 
is limited to elliptical trajectories for the spacecraft 
and the planet (all planets have essentially elliptical 
orbits)J it is.possible that some future space flight, with 
a tremendous improvement in rockets, may be able to use a 
parabolic or a hyperbolic heliocentric orbit. In this case. 
Equation 11-11 would be given by:.— — 
p = a|e^  - 1| (V-1) 
which is valid for all orbits. Then, too, the updating 
procedure, see Section II-C, will need to be changed to 
account for the variation from elliptical orbits. For the 
hyperbolic orbits, iterations will need to use the auxilary 
angle of the hyperbola H which is given by: 
H = ae/(a+r) (V-2) 
For parabolic orbits, iterations may be accomplished by 
•using: 
t-tp = (2r3/K)2(tanTi/2 + 1/3 tan^ i^ /G) (V-3) . 
The generally used solution to Lambert's theorem is 
limited to transfer angles of less than 360 degrees. The 
new method for solving Lambert's theorem, given in Chapter 
VI, allows the consideration of trajectories involving any 
number of complete orbits m'. For trajectories in which the 
transfer time will allow orbits with heliocentric transfer 
angles g greater than 360 degrees, a means should be 
incorporated into the computer program to generate data for 
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both the m' = 0 and the m' = 1 trajectories. For long duration 
missionsJ this may prove advantageous. Even higher values of 
m' may be needed in the future. Note that some results with 
m' = 1 are used in Figures 11-19. 
While the computer program here developed will calculate 
the AV required for altering the trajectory of a spacecraft 
so as to return it to Earth, the program may also be used 
to calculate the midcourse correction maneuvers necessary 
on the inbound leg of a mission for either returning the 
vehicle to Earth at the planned time or at a time using a 
minimum AV. 
Figures 11-19 contain some narrow regions in which 
aborts are not practically possible. These regions occur 
where the flight times are near I85 or 370 days. This is 
due to the peculiar geometry of the trajectories with 
heliocentric transfer angles g near I80 degrees and 360 
degrees. In determining the orbit plane of the abort tra­
jectory, it is necessary to find a plane that will pass 
through both r^ and r^ . For most transfer angles, this yields 
a plane with an inclination of the same order of magnitude 
as that of the spacecraft's orbital plane. But, as the 
transfer angle approaches 18O degrees or 360 degrees, the 
plane must rapidly approach an inclination of 90 degrees 
with respect to the ecliptic plane. Under these conditions 
a very large plane change maneuver is required at both end 
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points of the abort trajectory. The range of large 
requirements depends on the Z-component of the spacecraft's 
orbit In the ecliptic coordinate system at the time of 
transfer. Thus, the classical Hohmann transfer (l80 degrees) 
used for coplanar, circular orbits Is the worst type of 
transfer from a realistic fuel requirement standpoint for 
elliptic nonplanar orbits when only one-Impulse Is used to 
perform the transfer. 
Unfortunately, the-occurrence of this type of trajectory 
with a transfer angle near l80 or 360 degrees is very likely. 
To overcome the difficulty, a two-Impulse rather than a 
single-impulse transfer might be used. This would smooth 
out the 180 degree and 36O degree peaks in the AV curves. 
Possibly more than two Impulses might be desirable. Thus, 
there would be a need for some type of optimization procedure 
to select the best trajectory. 
A simple method for smoothing the curves and getting 
possible answers would be to divide the transfer angle in two 
equal parts and use two AV impulses. One impulse could 
be used to reach the ecliptic plane at a heliocentric radial 
distance equal to the average of r^  and r^  using the first 
half of the transfer angle. The second AV impulse would 
make the plane change to the ecliptic plane and use the last 
half of the transfer angle to complete the abort to Earth. 
Although untried, this should yield a method that will allow 
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a fast solution ifith. the accuracy that Is adequate for 
mission analysis and initial planning. 
One constraint in the computer program is that all 
flight times from the spacecraft orbit to Earth must be 
positive, see Figure 1, to insure feasible abort trajectories. 
As another application, if it is desired to study the 
requirements for delivery of an unmanned package from the 
Earth to a manned spacecraft, this restriction could be 
changed to allow only positive flight times from Earth to 
the spacecraft. For the unmanned package, the calcula­
tions for rendezvousing with the spacecraft would be the 
same as the calculation previously used for the abort 
maneuver. The AV calculations to determine the requirements 
for escaping the Earth using the proper Earth relative 
hyperbola will- require some minor alterations in the 
computer program. This is usually determined by taking 
the difference of the hyperbolic velocity and the velocity 
of the spacecraft's circular or elliptic orbit at the point 
where the orbit transfer takes place. This transfer usually 
occurs at the perigee point in the hyperbola. This is 
really not a new type of AV calculation since both this and 
checking on an Earth entry speed limit involve a required 
velocity at a specified altitude. This alteration of the 
computer program could be used for such things as deter­
mining the feasibility of sending spare parts to a spacecraft. 
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Such a procedure is not practical at the present time due 
to the large amount of rocket fuel needed to rendezvous 
with an unmanned space vehicle. Improved guidance and 
control systems may solve this problem in the figure. 
These examples show some of the possible uses for the 
program when some of the other aspects of interplanetary 
flight have progressed to a point that justifies their 
usage. It should also be mentioned that some of these same 
applications may be used for certain unmanned space flights. 
Additional application elements should only be added to the 
computer program when they are needed since each will involve 
adding more computer logic. This additional logic usually 
requires adding more statements to the computer program, 
thus, an increased amount of computer time will be required 
for each problem. 
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VI. NEW SOLUTION TO LAMBERT'S THEOREM 
A. Previous Work on Lambert's Theorem 
Prom the standpoint of numerical computations, 
Lambert's theorem, in its classical form as presented in 
Reference 23, has inherent ambiguities that make it difficult 
to program for the computer. A number of attempts have been 
made to modify the theorem in order to make it more compatable 
with numerical operations. In his work Battin (ll) discusses 
some of the attempts that have been made and their inherent 
limitations. One of the more common numerical solutions 
used to solve Lambert's theorem in interplanetary trajectory 
programs involves the method developed in Breakwell, . 
I 
Gillespie, and Ross's work (3), see Section VI-B. 
Lancaster, Blanchard, and De vane y ' s work (17) proposes a 
new and less ambiguous formulation of the theorem for 
numerical solutions, see Section VI-C. A computer program 
is developed, here, to examine the advantages of this new 
formulation. 
A rather complete development of the equations is 
presented here, because the above mentioned works contain 
only partial derivations and a consistant notation has not 
been adopted. 
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B. Derivation of Equations 
The notation in this section conforms to common usage 
whenever possible, but it was necessary to use some new 
symbols to keep the notation consistant throughout. Also, 
all equations are for elliptical orbits unless otherwise 
noted. 
The following set of standard trigonometric identities 
is listed for future reference: 
sinA - sinB = 2sin (•^ )cos(^ ) (VI-la) 
cosA - cosB = -2sin(-^ )sin(^ ) (VI-lb) 
sin(|) = (l-C08(A)yi (VI-lc) 
cos(|) = (l+cos(A))i (VI-Id) 
SinA = 2sin(A/2)cos(A/2) (Vl-le) 
cosA + cos(B) = 2cos(^ )cos(^ ) (Vl-lf ) 
cos(A-B) = cosA cosB + sinA sinB (VI-Ig) 
Lambert's theorem may be developed from the following 
statement of Kepler's equation: 
= Mg-M^  = Eg-E^  - e(sinE2 - sinE^ ) (VI-2) 
which by means of Equation Vl-la becomes-
Eg-E- Ep+E_ 
= Eg-E^  -2esin (—g—) cos(—^ —) (VI-3) 
In his work Plummer (23) outlines the following means 
of progressing to the classical form of Lambert's theorem. 
The aim of this development is to obtain the orbit parameters 
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for a trajectory that will pass through point Pg at a time 
tg-t^  after it passes through point . The radial distances 
of these points are given by 
r^  = a(l-ecosE^ ) 
rg = afl-ecosEg) 
which combines to give 
r^ +Tg = 2a-ae(cosE^  + cosEg) (VI-5) 
By using Equation VI-If and letting 
(VI-4) 
2G = Eg+E^  
2P = Eg-E^  
(Vi-6 ) 
Equation VI-5 is written as 
r^ +Tg = 2a(l-ecosGcosP) (VI-7) 
The law of cosines allows writing 
o 2 2 
c^  = r^ +Tg - 2r^ rg cosg (VI-8) 
where 
0 = r\2~rii (VI-9) 
By means of Equations VI-Ig and VI-9, Equation VI-8 may be 
written as 
c2 = r^ +rg -2r^ rg(coSrig cos^  ^+ sin^ g sin^ )^ (VI-IO) 
But 
and" 
sltiTi = (VI-12) 
6l 
Hence, 
~ 2a^ [(cosEg-e)(cosE^ -e)+(l-e^ )slnE^ slnE2] 
p p p 
= 2a [cosE^ cosE^ +e -e(cosE2CosE^ )+(l-e ) 
sinEgSlnE^ ] (VI-13) 
If EquationsVI-4 are squared 
r? = a^ (l-2e oosEL +e^ cos^ E,) 
1 ^ ^ (VI-14) 
Pg = a^ (l-2e cosEg -t-e^ cos^ Eg) 
and substituted along with Equation VI-13 In Equation VI-10, 
the following equation results 
c^ = a^ [2+e^ (l-oos^ E2+l-cos^ E^ )-2cosE^ cosE2-2(l-e^ ) 
slnEgSlnE^ ] (VI-15) 
Algebraic manipulations will reduce Equation VI-15 to 
2 2 2 2 
c = a (cos Eg+cos E^ -2cosE2CosE^ ) + 
a^ (l-e^ )(sln^ E2+sln^ E^ -2slnE2SinE^ ) (VI-l6) 
or 
c^ = a^ (cosE2-cosE^ )^ +a^ (l-e^ )(sinE2-slnE^ )^  (VI-17) 
By means of Equations VI-la, VI-lb and VI-6, Equation VI-17 
can be written as 
c^ = 4a^ [sin^ GsinS+(l-e^ )cos^ Gsin^ P] (VI-l8) 
By letting 
cos(h) = ecosGr (VI-19) 
Equation VI-18 becomes 
c^ = 4a^  [ sin^ P(sin^ G+cos^ G-cos^ h)3 (VI-20) 
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or 
G = 2a sinP sin(h) (VI-2l) 
Equation VI-7 now becomes 
= 2a(l-cosF cos(h)) (VI-22) 
By letting 
f = h+F (VI-23) 
OP g = h-P (VI-24) 
f-g = 29 = Eg-E^  (VI-25) 
f+g = 2h (VI-26) 
the following relation is obtained 
F J-O- EP +E-
cos {—^ ) = ecos ( • g = cos(h) (VI-27) 
Addition of Equation VI-21 and VI-22 with the use of 
Equation VI-27 yields 
ri+rg+c = 2a(l-cosP cos(h)+sinP sin(h)) (VI-28) 
The combination of Equations VI-Ig, VI-23, and VI-lc gives 
ri+r2+c = 4a sin^ (f/2) (VI-29) 
Similar algebraic steps yield 
ri+rg-c = 4a sin^ (g/2) (VI-30) 
Now if Equation VI-25 is substituted in Equation VT-3, 
the result is 
Eq~E-, Ep+E^  
(^tg-t^ ) = f-g-2e sin( 2 ^ ) cos(—^ ) (VI-31) 
By using Equations VI-6, VI-I9, VI-25 and VI-26, Equation 
VI-31 may be written as 
uXtg-t^ ) = f-g -2sin(^ )cos(-^ ) (VI-32) 
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Equation Vl-la allows writing the classical form of Lambert's 
theorem as 
= (f-sinf) - (g-sing) (VI-33) 
In summarizing the development up to this point. 
Equation VI-29 and 71-30 imply that f and g are functions 
of r^ j rg, a^  and c. Also ^  is defined from Kepler's 
third law as 
U = (K/a3)i (VI-34) 
Equation VI-29, VI-30, VI-33, and VI-34 imply that the semi-
major axis a is a function of r^ , r^ , c, tg, t^ , and K. 
Thus, knowing the coordinates of the two points and the flight 
time tg-t^  between them, it is possible to find the orbit 
parameter a which defines an orbit that will satisfy the 
flight time tg-t^ . But Equations VI-29 and VI-30 lead to an 
ambiguity in.terms of g and f as functions of r^ , r^ , c and 
a. Also, Plummer's work (23) points out that Equation VI-33 
takes on four different forms depending on the value of 6 
and the section of the orbit bounded by c and the transfer 
arc. The parabolic and hyperbolic cases also lead to two 
different forms of Lambert's theorem. 
The remaining part of this section is devoted to out­
lining the work suggested in Reference 3 for obtaining 
Lambert's theorem in a form suitable for numerical calcula­
tions. First it is helpful to define the following symbols: 
s = (r^ +r2+c)/2 = semiperimeter ' (VI-35) 
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Q _ heliocentric energy of transfer orbit 
~I heliocentric energy of elliptic orbit with a = S/2| 
= -S/2a (elliptic) 
= 0 (parabolic) (VI-36) 
= 8/2a (hyperbolic) 
T' = 2n(t2-t2)/period of a elliptic orbit with a=S/2 
the denominator of Equation VI-37 is defined as (VI-37) 
= 2"[(S/2)3/K]i (71-38) 
If Equations Vi-34 and VI-38 are substituted in VI-37, T' 
becomes 
T' = ^ (T2-TI)/(8/2A)3/2= ^ (^ G-T^ )(-Q)-^ /^  (VI-39) 
These new symbols allow writing Equation VI-33 as 
T' = (-Q)"^ /^ [2m'Tr + (f-sinf) - (g-sing) (VI-40) 
where 2m'TT is added to allow for more than one complete orbit. 
m' is the number of complete orbits. Also, Equations VI-29 
and VI-30 can be rewritten as 
sin^ (f/2) = S/2a 
= -Q (VI-41) 
P, , r +rp+c 
Sin (g/2) =  ^
= S/2a(l-c/S) 
= -QK' (VI-42) 
where 
K' = 1-c/S • (VI-43) 
Thus for any given r^ , rg, tg-t^ , and c, T' is an implied 
function of the Independent variable Q only. The ambiguity 
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of f and g still remains and each value of Q results in two 
different values of T' for each value of m'. Also, the total 
of eight different forms of Lambert's theorem still exist 
and require many computer checks to determine the proper 
form to be used in each case. It is also necessary to have 
several different forms for the derivatives dQ/dT' which is 
used in the iteration procedure. Nevertheless, Equation 
¥1-40 has been used by investigators for the treatment of 
Lambert's theorem. 
C. New Solution 
In Reference 17 the authors suggest a new form of 
Lambert's theorem for numerical solutions. In this new form 
many of the ambiguities associated with the form presented 
in the previous section are eliminated. 
The section of this paper that follows is devoted to 
the development of this new form which was merely suggested 
for numerical work in Reference 17. All equations are for 
elliptical orbits unless otherwise noted. 
First, the following symbols are defined. 
q = + (K')2 (VI-44) 
Q = (x')^  - 1 (elliptic and hyperbolic) (VI-45) 
where the new independent variable x' is defined by 
x' = cosf/2 ' -1 ^  x' < 1 (elliptic) 
=0 X' = 1 (parabolic) (VI-46) 
= coshf/2 X' > 1 (hyperbolic) 
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Substituting Equations VI-35 and VI-8 in VI-43 and using 
Vl-ld leads to the following equation for K' 
K' = 1-o/S 
= (S^ -cS)/S^  
= (r^ +r2-c^ +2r^ r2)/4S^  
= (Zr^ rgCosG +2r^ r2)/4S^  
= (r^ r2(cos0+l))/2S^  
= rirg cos(8/2)/s2 (VI-47) 
or 
q = [(r^ r2)VS] cos(0/2) (VI-48) 
where 0 now controls the sign of q. The use of Equation 
VI-42, VI-44, and VI-46 allows writing 
sin(g/2) = q sin(f/2) 
Upon the substitution of Equation VI-46 in VI-45, Q becomes 
Q = -sin^ (f/2) (VI-49) 
To assemble the previous equations and obtain the new form 
of Lambert's theorem, the following terms are defined as 
y' = sin(f/2) = (-Q)^  (VI-50) 
z' = cos(g/2) = (1+QK')2 (VI-51) 
A' = 8ln(^ ) = y'(z'-x'q) (VI-52) 
B' = cos(-^ ) = x'z'-qQ (VI-53) 
C = l-(slnf-slng-) = y'(x'-qz) (VI-54) 
X = arctan(A'/B') 
= (f-g)/2 (VI-55) 
Substituting these equations in Equation VI-40 allows writing 
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T' as 
T' = 2[m'Tr + x-G]/(y> )3 (VI-56) 
A similar development for the hyperbolic case yields 
T' = 2[C' + ln(A'+B')/(y')3 (VI-57) 
where 
ln(A'+B') = (f+g)/2 
and all trigonometric functions are hyperbolic. If we let 
d = m'TT + \ (elliptic) 
= ln(A'+B') (hyperbolic) (VI-58) 
T' for both cases is given by 
T' = 2(x' + qz> - d/y')/Q (VI-59) 
This is a much simpler and less ambiguous form of Lambert's 
theorem than is Equation VI-40. 
To obtain the derivative of T' with respect to the 
independent variable x', it is useful to use Equations VI-58 
and VI-55 to get 
• d = m'TT + f/2 - g/2 (VI-60) 
With the help of Equations VI-56 and VI-49, d becomes 
i pi 
d = m'TT + arcsin(-Q)2-arcsin[q(l-(x') )(VI-61) 
Putting EquationsVI-50 and VI-51 in terms of x' and 
using Equation VI-45 allows y' to be written as 
y' = [l-(x')2]i (VI-62) 
or z' as 
z' = [1 + K'((x')2-1)]2 (VI-63) 
When Equations VI-61, VI-62 and VI-63 are substituted in 
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Equation VI-59j T' becomes 
T' = [2x'-2q[l+K'((x')2_i)]i_2m'n + arc8in(l-(x')2)i_ 
arcsin(q(l-(x' )2) )2y(i-(x' )2)2]/(x' )^ -l) (VI-64) 
After some algebraic, manipulation the derivative of T' 
with respect to x' becomes 
QdT 
dx' 
1=2 -2qK'x' +2 -2qx' -2x'd +4(x'-4x'qz' 
 ^ (y')^  (y')^ z' (y')3 (y')^  (y')^  
(VI-65) 
Adding and subtracting 3x'T' yields 
QdT' p -gqK'x' +2 -2qx' +4fx' )' 
~  ( y ' f  i r f z '  i r f  
.6(^)2 _3x,T, 
(y) ^ 
Using the fact that 
- (x' 
( y y  
- 1  
allows writing Equation VI-66 as 
QdT' 
dx' 
But 
= 4 -2qK'x' -2qx' +2qx'z' 
2qx'z' -2qx' _ -2K'qx' 
( y ' f  ( y ' f z '  
thus. 
dT' 
dx' = (4 
-4qK'x' 
z ' 
-3x'T')/Q 
(VI-66) 
(VI-67) 
(VI-68) 
(VI-69) 
The same equation may be obtained for the hyperbolic case 
by letting 
2 1. d = arcosh(x') -arcsinh[q((x') -1)%] 
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Equation VI-59 and VI-69 breaks down for the parabolic use 
where Q = 0. 
Thus given r^ , and c(or 9 ) ,  q may be obtained. 
With a value of m' specified, it is possible to find a value 
of x' that will determine the requested T'. This method 
eliminates the ambiguities in the method previously mentioned 
and allows a simpler computer solution. 
D. Equations for the Computer Program 
The new form of Lambert's theorem. Equation VI-59, 
suggested in Reference 17 is now presented along with 
additional information needed to describe a practical 
computer program solution.• Equations VI-59 and VI-69 are 
used to obtain the correct value of x' for each T', q, and 
m'. 
After r^ , rg, tg, t^ , c and m' are specified, the 
following steps allow the determination for a given x' for 
elliptic and hyperbolic orbits. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Compute S from Equation VI-35 
Compute 0 from Equation VI-8 
Compute q from Equation VI-48 
Compute K' from Equation VI-44 
Select an initial value of x' 
Compute Q from Equation VI-45 
Check to.see If Q is near zero 
Compute y' from Equation VI-50 
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9) Compute z' from Equation VI-51 
10) Compute A' from Equation VI-52 
11) Compute B' from Equation VI-53 
12) Check the sign of Q 
a) If Q < 0, compute d = m'T i  +arctan(A'/B') 
b) If Q > 0, compute d = ln(A'+B') 
13) Compute T' from Equation VI-59 
Substituting Equation VI-34 in VI-39 allows writing T' as a 
function of r^ , r^  ^tg, t^ , and c. 
T' = (^ )= (tg-t^ ) (-4)3/2 (VI-70) 
since Q = + 2a/S and K is determined by the central force 
field. If the wrong vàlue of x' has been chosen, the 
required T' from Equation VI-70 will not be equal to the 
computed T' from Equation VI-39. The difference between 
the two values of T' may be used with Equation VI-69 to 
select the next value of x'. A new T' is calculated with 
the revised x' and again checked with the requested value 
of T'. This procedure continues until the calculated value 
of T' using an adjusted value of x' in Equation VI-59 is 
within a predetermined tolerance of the requested value of 
T' . 
In selecting an initial value of x', a check is made to 
determine whether the orbit will be elliptic or hyperbolic. 
If the orbit is elliptical, x' is set equal to 0.95. If 
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the orbit is hyperbolic, x' is set equal to I.05. Since 
x' =1.0 corresponds to a parabolic orbit, these initial 
values of x' help avoid having x' approach the value of 1.0 
where the equations break down. Two equations presented in 
Reference 3 allow a rapid calculation of the T' for 
parabolic orbits: 
T' = (V3)tl-(K')3/2] for 0 £ e s IT (71-71) 
T'  = (V3)[1+(K')3/^]  for  TI  £  e j  2n (VI-7S) 
After obtaining x' within the prescribed tolerance on 
T', many orbit parameters are rapidly available 
= [2(l/r^  + Q/8)]2 (VI-73) 
Vg = [2(l/r2 + Q/S)f 
8in*i = V^^l^l^ (VI-74) 
where 
= (2^ S)2[qz'(S-r3_)-x'(S-r2)]/c (VI-75) 
Sin ^2 = V^^2^2^ (VI-76) 
.where 
Sg = -(2^S)2[qz'(8-r2)-x'(8-ri)]/c (VI-77) 
. P = (V^ r^  cos *i)2 (VI-78) 
e = (1 + 2Qp/S)2 (VI-79) 
cose| = (p-r^ )/r^ e (VI-80) 
sin0| = (p 8ln^ )^/(r^ e cos^ g) (VI-Bl) 
0^  = 0i + 0 (VI-82) 
Equations VI-73 through VI-82 provide all of the information 
needed to determine the orbit to transfer from to Pg in 
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the time tg-t^ .. These equations also specify the magnitudes 
and directions of both and Vg necessary for the calcu­
lations in Section II-P. 
The computer program in the Appendix provides a means 
•of using the equations, just presented, to provide rapid 
solution of Lambert's theorem. 
E. Results and Accuracy 
In order to determine the relative value of this new 
computer program for solving Lambert's theorem, many orbits 
with a wide range of eccentricities where calculated using 
both the method (OLD) using Equation VI-35 and 71-41 and the 
method (NEW) using the development in Section VI-D. 
In each of over 100 comparisons that were computed on 
the IBM 360-50, the number of iterations required in the NEW 
solution was less than that for the OLD solution. The 
tolerance check on T' was based on the difference between 
the requested T' and the calculated T'. This difference 
was allowed to be O.OOO8 in the OLD solutions and 0.0001 
in the NEW solutions. In many cases, the number of 
iterations required in the NEW solutions was less than 1/3 
the number required in the OLD solutions. 
The value of the NEW solution to Lambert's theorem may 
be observed in the improvements shown in Tables 6 and 7 
when compared to Tables 4 and 5. This NEW solution allows 
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obtaining greater accuracies using shorter execution time on 
the computer. Also, the NEW computer program contains 
about 1/3 the number of cards used In the OLD computer program 
solution to Lambert's theorem. This smaller deck decreases 
the computer time required for card reading and compiling 
operations. 
The Increase in accuracy and decrease in execution time 
should be very valuable in obtaining reports for MSA and 
its subcontractors where Lambert's theorem is used thousands 
of times to generate large ranges of trajectories for 
interplanetary space flights. 
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VII. SUMMARY 
In this study a general method of approach for calcu­
lating abort trajectories for manned interplanetary missions 
has been developed. The associated computer program will 
allow a rapid determination of abort possibilities at 
various times in the.flight. Particular emphasis is placed 
on possibilities of abort on the outbound leg since the 
shortage of available propellant makes abort more difficult 
on the inbound leg. With minor alterations the computer 
program may also be used to perform other related studies, 
such as ground initiated, unmanned package delivery to an 
interplanetary spacecraft. 
The specific study of 1986 manned Mars missions, used 
as an example in this work, shows a wide range of 
abort possibilités. The matrix from the computer output, 
developed to display the results of these example missions, 
allows rapid plotting of a set of graphs that may be used 
to determine the abort capabilities for any practical AV 
limit and any practical time constraint. 
In addition the improved computer program developed 
for solving Lambert's theorem allows a greater degree of 
accuracy with decreased computer times in comparison with a 
computer program used by a number of other investigators. 
The results of this study strongly emphasize the need 
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for continued and expanded research In the field of 
abort capabilities for manned interplanetary space flights. 
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
The results of this research show a wide range of abort 
possibilities and thus, will make it possible to select pro­
bable regions for more detailed studies. If only a very 
limited range of possible aborts had been found, it would 
probably be true that the only way of increasing inter­
planetary flight safety would be through the improvement 
of systems reliability. These new found abort regions 
should not decrease the need for work in the area of systems 
reliability, but should show the need for combining the 
research in both areas. 
Rescue and abort studies must always be kept current 
with improvements in the state-of-the-art. As'-more 
sophisticated procedures are developed for selecting and 
performing interplanetary missions, abort studies should 
use and keep pace with them. 
The most logical area for future studies seems to be 
through the use of optimization procedures. Two texts 
edited by Leitmann (20 and 21) contain a great deal of 
current work in many areas of optimization including the 
calculus of variations and the gradient method (steepest 
descent or ascent). These optimization techniques are 
valuable when a continuous non-gravitational force is 
applied to a spacecraft. This kind of force occurs in 
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flights through regions of space in which areodynamic forces 
must be considered or in which low-thrust rockets 
are used over long periods of time. Low-thrust rockets will 
probably play a major role in future interplanetary flights. 
But, due to the lack of funding, it is doubtful whether low-
thrust nuclear or electric propulsion will have advanced 
far enough to be practical in time for the first manned 
interplanetary flights. Optimization of the flight paths 
using this class of low-thrust rockets will have to be 
applied to abort studies as soon as such rockets are used in 
the planning and selection of space flight missions. 
In the area of the calculus of variations, Lawden's 
work (18) presents much of the theory needed for applications 
of optimization techniques to interplanetary trajectories and 
orbital transfer maneuvers. Breakwell and Rauch's work (4) 
extends the use of the calculus of variations to the 
asymptotic matching of trajectories. Their work allows 
both the magnitude and the direction of the thrust vector 
to be varied. Horsewood's paper (15) investigates the 
problem of using combined high- and low-thrust propulsion 
systems. The theory he presents seems to be very useful, 
but the practicality of his computer program results may be 
questioned because of the two-dimensional restriction. All 
of these papers will be useful in the optimization of aborts 
from Interplanetary trajectories. 
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Before the value of extending this study can be deter­
mined, there are some questions that must be answered. 
Will the abort study be compatable with the assumptions 
used in selecting the missions? Will the type of propulsion 
systems proposed for the study be available for the years 
being studied? Can the guidance, control, and tracking 
precision required to actually fly such missions be developed 
What size of onboard systems are required to perform such 
missions? Are the crew requirements for the missions under 
investigation within known human capabilities? 
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Table 1. Mars mission data 
Mission 86A2 86B2 
Earth departure date^  2446530. 2446430. 
Outbound time^  165. 250. 
Mars arrival date 2446695. 2446680. 
Mars stay time 40. 40. 
Mars departure date 2446735. 2446720. 
Inbound time 245. 250. 
Earth arrival date 2446980. 2446970. 
Total trip time 450. 540. 
AV requirements 
3.612 4.472 A. Earth escape® 
B. Mars capture 3.332 3.088 
C. Mars escape 4.802 4.511 
D. Earth capture 0.318 0.0 
E. Total 12.064 12.071 
available for aborts 
A. Inbound 0.318 0.0 
B. Outbound 8.452 7.599 
A^ll dates are Julian. 
A^ll times are in days. 
°A11 velocities in km/sec. 
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Table 2. Test case IN86A2 
Parameter Known 
(or input) 
value 
Output value Difference 
of abort maneuver 
(km/sec) 
AV for Earth entry 
(km/sec) 
Unbraked entry speed 
(km/sec) 
Inclination (degrees) 
Perigee distance (AU) 
Apogee distance (Au) 
Eccentricity 
Transfer angle 
(degrees) 
0.00000 
0.318 
15.558 
1.47047 
0.652383 
-1.39764 
0.363533 
282.490 
0.003934 
. 0.323 
15.559 
1.47047 
0.652305 
-1.39765 
0.363592 
282.499 
0.003934 
0.005 
0.001 
0.00000 
0.000078 
0.00001 
0.000059 
0.009 
Table 3. Test case IN86B2 
Parameter Known 
(or input) 
value 
Output value Difference 
of abort maneuver 
(km/sec) 0.00000 0.003233 0.003233 
for Earth entry 
(km/sec) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
Unbraked entry speed 
(km/sec) 15.213 15.213 0.000 
Inclination (degrees) 1.64592 1.64592 0.00000 
Perigee distance (AU) 0.669498 O.6695O.I 0.000003 
Apogee distance (AU) -I.3888I -I.38881 0.00000 
Eccentricity 0.349468 0.349466 0.000002 
Transfer angle 
(degrees) 282.395 282.395 0.000 
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Table 4. Test case 0T86A2 
Parameter Known Output value Difference 
~ (or input)' 
value 
/\V of abort maneuver 
(km/sec) 0.000000 0.007335 
Inclination (degrees) 2.49167 2.49159 
Perigee distance (Au) 1.00l40 1.00139 
Apogee distance (ÀU) 1.46760 1.46988 
Eccentricity 0.188820 0.189577 
0.007335 
0.00008 
0.00001 
0.00228 
0.000757 
Table 5. Test case 0T86B2 
Parameter Known 
(or input) 
value 
Output value Difference 
of abort maneuver 
(km/sec) 0.000000 0.007228 0.007228 
Inclination (degrees) 2.609IO 2.60902 O.OOOO8 
Perigee distance (AU) 0.904525 0.904844 0.000319 
Apogee distance (AU) 1.39234 1.39344 0.00110 
Eccentricity 0.212385 0.212593 0.000208 
Table 6. Test case 0T86A2 (NEW solution to Lambert's theorem) 
Parameter Known 
(or input) 
value 
Output value Difference 
of abort maneuver 
(km/sec) 0.000000 O.OOI887 O.OOI887 
Inclination (degrees) 2.49167 2.49159 O.OOOO8 
Perigee distance (AU) 1.00139 1.00139 0.00000 
Apogee distance (AU) 1.46738 1.46841 0.00103 
Eccentricity 0.188753 0.189094 0.000351 
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Table 7. Test case 0T86B2 (NEW solution to Lambert's theorem) 
Parameter Known Output value 
(or input) 
value 
Difference 
of abort maneuver 
(km/sec) 0.000000 0.003031 0.003031 
Inclination (degrees) 2.609IO 2.60910 0.00000 
Perigee distance (AU) 0.904421 0.904601 O.OOOI8O 
Apogee distance (AU) 1.39240 1.39299 O.OOO59 
Eccentricity 0.212458 0.212566 O.OOOIO8 
Table 8. Test case 0T86B2 data 
Lambert' 
Parameter 
S theorem solution 
OLD NEW 
V 
Vy 
0.513846 
0.775583 
0.0035342 
0.513692 
0.775602 
0.035343 
0.000088 
0.000226 
0.000010 
0.000080 
0.000063 
0.000003 
iV 0.000242 0.000102 
A^ll velocities in EMOS. 
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Table 9. Test case 0T86A2 data 
Lambert's theorem solution 
Parameter OLD NEW 
0.560324 
0.904820 
0.039374 
0.560508 
0.904763 
0.039371 
0.000047 
0.000241 
0.000011 
0.000059 
0.000023 
0.000001 
AV 0.000246 0.000063 
A^ll velocities in EMOS. 
0T86A2 
DEPARTURE 
DATE 
(FLT T) 
JD 2446606.0 
1986 JUN 24.5' 
JD 2446600.0 
1986 JUN 18.5 
JD 2446594.0 
1986 JUN 12.5 
JD 2446588.0 
1986 JUN 6.5 
JD 2446582.0 
1986 JUN 0.5 
JD 2446576.0 
1986 MAY 25.5 
JD 2446570.0 
1986 MAY 19.5 
JD 2446564.0 
1986 MAY 13.5 
JD 2446558.0 
1986 MAY 7.5 
JD 2446552.0 
1986 MAY 1.5 
JD 2446546.0 
1986 APR 25.5 
JD 2446540.0 
1986 APR 19.5 
(FLT T) 
0T86A2 - EARTH TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER = TOTAL PROPULSIVE DELTA V REQUIRED (O.OlO km/sec) 
(-31) (-21) (-11) (-1) (9) (19) (29) (39) (49) (59) (69) (79) 
0 0 0 0 4331 1842 1350 1174 1078 1018 976 944 
0 0 0 7305 2050 1299 1091 986 925 885 857 834 
0 0 0 2537 1282 1024 904 838 798 772 752 737 
0 0 3772 1318 979 836 762 719 693 675 662 651 
0 0 1499 962 784 698 650 622 6o4 591 582 574 
0 2040 978 752 649 595 561 542 529 520 513 507 
0 1038 737 6l4 550 513 490 475 466 459 454 449 
1167 740 591 517 476 450 433 422 4l4 4o8 4o4 400 
756 576 494 448 420 401 389 380 373 368 364 360 
561 473 426 397 378 365 355 348 342 337 333 329 
449 ' 4o4 378 360 347 338 331 325 321 317 313 309 
377 356 343 333 326 320 315 312 308 305 302 298 
(35) (45) (55) ^ (65) (75) (85) (95)^ (105)(115)(125)(135)(145) 
JD 2445585.0 JD 2446625 ' 
• 1986 JUN 3.5 * 1986 JUL 13.5 • 
EARTH ARRIVAL DATE 
Figure 1. Example output matrix 
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Figure 2. AV variation for mission selection 
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Figure 3. 1986 missions 
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Figure 4. Heliocentric ecliptic coordinate system 
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orbltr plane 
ecliptic plane 
Figure 5- Inbound abort coordinate system 
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orbital plane 
ecliptic plane 
Figure 6, Outbound abort coordinate system 
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Figure 7. Abort trajectory inclination 
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Figure 8. Reference angles 
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Figure 9, Thrusting angle 
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XI. APPENDIX 
Computer program for NEW solution to Lambert's theorem. 
SUBROUTINE LAMBRT (KERR0R,IBUG) 
C COMMON BLOCKS 2,8,1? 
C0MM0N/BLK2/ 
1AUKM,DTR,EMO S,GAUSS,HAFPI,PI,QRTRPI,RTD,TUPI 
• C0MM0N/BLK8/ 
lABVELl,ABVEL2,CSEl,CSE2,CSGAMl,CSGAM2, CSTH,CTHETl, 
2CTHET2, BELT, DELTCK, El, E2, EC CT, ECWS, ECPLUS, 
3GAM1, GAM2, HI, H2, HYPl, HyP2, RICAR, R2CAR, 
4RTPART,RTSMAT,RUFF,SCRPL,SMAT,SNE1,SNE2,SNGAM1, 
5SNGAM2,SNTH,STHETl,STHET2,THETl,THET2,THETA,ZMl, 
6ZM2,ZT 
C0MM0N/BLK17/ 
ICCAR, SCAR, VKAP, TIA, T2A, TRUT, AQ, AK, ADT,BDT, TOL, X, Y, Z, F, G, 
2D, ALAM, AE,RHO, CALT, DT, DTDX, NUMB, Sl,S2,AB,DX 
T0L=0.005 
CCAR=SQRT(R1CAR**2+R2CAR**2-2.0*R1CAR*R2CAR*CSTH) 
SCAR=(R1CAR+R2CAR+CCAR)/2.0 
VKAP=1.0-CCAR/SCAR 
T1A=2.0*(1.0-VKAP**1.5)/3.0 
T2A=2.0*(1.0+VKAP**l.5)/3.0 
TRUT=GAUSS*DELT*SQRT(2.0/SGAR**3) 
AQ=(SORT(R1CAR*R2CAR)/SCAR)*COS(THETA/2.0) 
AK=AQ**2 
ADT=ABS(T1A-TRUT) 
BDT=ABS(T2A-TRUT) 
IP(ADT-T0L)910,910,10 • 
10 IP{BDT-T0L)910,910,20 
20 IP{THETA-PI)30,30,40 
30 IP{TlA-TRUTJ70,910,80 
40 IP(T2A-TRUT)70,910,80 
70 X=0.95 
GO TO 90 
80 X=1.05 
90 NUMB=1 
91 AE=X**2-1 
' RHO=ABS(AE) 
Y=SQRT(RHO) 
Z=SQRT(1.+AK*AE) 
P=Y*(Z-AQ*X) 
G=X*Z-AQ*AE 
IF (AE)IOO,94O,IIO 
100 IF (F/G) 101,102,102 
101 D=ATAN2(ABS(F),-ABS(G)) 
GO TO 120 
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102 D=ATAN(P/G) 
GO TO 120 
110 D=ALOG(P+G) 
120 CALT=2.*(X-AQ*Z-DA)/AE 
DT=CALT-2.*TRUT 
IP(ABS(DT)-0.00005)920,920,130 
130 DTDX=(4.0-4.0*AQ*AK*X/Z-3.0*X*CALT)/AE 
DX=DT/DTDX 
IP(X-1.0)210,210,230 
210 IF(ABS(DX)-O.5)230,230,220 
220 DX=SIGN(0.5,DX) 
230 X=X-DX 
NUMB=NUiyiB+l 
IP(NUMB-100)91,930,930 
920 S1=SQRT(2.0*SGAR)*(AQ*Z*(SGAR-R1CAR)-X*(SCAR-R2CAR))/CCAR 
S2=SQRT(2.0*SCAR)*(AQ*Z*(SCAR-R2CAR)-X*(SGAR-RICAR))/CCAR 
ABVEL1=SQRT(2,0*(1.O/RIGAR+AE/SCAR)) 
ABVEL2=SQRT(2.0*(1.0/R2CAR+AE/SCAR)) 
SNGAM1=S1/(R1CAR*ABVEL1) 
SNGAM2=-S2/(R2CAR*ABVEL2) 
CSGAM1=C0S(ARSIN(SNGAMl)) 
CSGAM2=C0S(ARSIN(SNGAM2)) 
SCRPL=(ABVEL1*R1CAR*CSGAM1)**2 
ECCT=1.0+2.0*AE*SCRPL/SCAR 
IP(ECCT)960,150,150 
150 ECCT=SQRT(ECCT) 
STHET1=SCRPL*SNGAM1/(R1CAR*ECCT*CSGAM1) 
CTHET1= ( SGRPL-RIGAR )//'R1CAR*ECCT ) 
THET1=ATAN2(STHETl,CTHETl) 
THET2=THET1+THETA 
RTPART=SQRT(SCRPL) 
ECPLUS=1.0+ECCT 
ECMNUS=1.0-ECCT 
SMAT=SCRPL/(ABS(ECMNUS*ECPLUS)) 
RTSiy[AT=SQRT(SMAT) 
ZT=SMAT*RTSMAT/GAUSS 
IF(ECMNUS)170,950,160 
160 RUFF=SQRT(ECI/[mJS/ECPLUS) 
El=2.0*ATAN(RUPP*TAN(THETl/2.0)) 
E2=2.0*ATAN(RUPF*TAN(THET2/2.0)) 
IF (E2-E1)161,161,162 
161 E2=E2+TUPI 
162 ZM1=E1-ECCT*SIN(E1) 
ZM2=E2-ECCT*SIN(E2) 
GO TO 180 
170 H1=ARC0S( (S]y[AT*ECCT)/(SMAT+RlCAR) ] 
H2=ARC0S( (SMAT*ECCT)/(S]y[AT+R2CAR) ) 
HYP1=AL0G(TAN(QRTRPI+Hl/2.0)) 
HYP2=AL0G ( TAN( QRTRPI+H2/2.0 ) ) 
ZM1=ECCT*TAN(HI)-HYPl 
108 
ZM2=ECCT*TM(H2 )-HYP2 
IP (THET1)171,172,172 
171 ZM1=-ZM1 
HYP1=-HYP1 
172 IP(THET2)173,180,180 
173 ZM2=-ZM2 
HYP2=-HYP2 
180 DELTCK=ZT*(ZM2-ZM1) 
AB=ABS(1.O-DELTCK/DELT)-0.0004 
IP(AB)190,190,900 
190 IF(IBUG)710,700,710 
900 KERR0R=2 
GO TO 1000 
910 KERR0R=4 
GO TO 1000 
930 KERR0R=3 
GO TO 1000 
940 KERR0R=5 
GO TO 1000 
950 KERR0R=6 
GO TO 1000 
960 KERR0R=7 
1000 WRITE(3,1001)KERROR 
1001 FORMAT(lOHOERROR N0.,I5,22H IN SUBROUTINE LAMBRT.) 
710 WRITE(3,711)KERROR,NUMB,DELT,DELTCK,R1CAR,R2CAR,THETA, 
lECCT,SCRPL,THET1,THET2,ABVELl,ABVEL2,El,E2,H1,H2,ZMl,ZM2, 
2ZT,HYPl, ffirP2,VKAP,SI,S2,TIA,T2A,CCAR,SCAR,X,Y,Z,F,G,D,ET, 
3DTDX,DX,CALT,TRUT,ECPLUS,ECMNUS,ADT,BDT,AE,AB.AQ, AK 
711 FORMAT(7H0LAMBRT,15,12X,15,2E17.7/(12X4E17.7) / 
700 RETURN 
END 
